THE RETURN OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY

June 27th, 2024
Villa Mondragone - Monte Porzio Catone
Sala degli Svizzeri

The event will be held exclusively in presence

*** *** ***

9:00-9:45  Registration and Welcome Coffee

9:45-10:15  Welcome Address

Nathan LEVIALDI GHIRON, Rector, Tor Vergata University of Rome
Beniamino QUINTIERI, President, Tor Vergata Foundation
Riccardo BARBIERI HERMITTE, Director General of the Treasury, Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance

10:15-12:30  Giancarlo Marini Session

Zsolt DARVAS, Bruegel Institute
Global industrial policy challenges: Assessing the EU’s response and its further options

Guy LALANNE, Chiara CRISCUOLO, Luis DÍAZ; Louise GUILLOUET, Charles-Édouard VAN DE PUT; Camilla WEDER, and Hadas ZAZON DEUTSCH, OECD
Quantifying industrial strategies across nine OECD countries

Catherine THOMAS, London School of Economics; Charlotte GUILLARD, University College London; Ralf MARTIN, Imperial College; Pierre MOHNEN, Maastricht University, and Dennis VERHOEVEN, KU Leuven
Efficient industrial policy for innovation: Standing on the shoulders of hidden giants

Chairman: Luigi PAGANETTO, Villa Mondragone Economic Development Association

Discussant: Francesco NUCCI, Sapienza University of Rome
12:30-13:30  Round Table  
_EU versus national policies in the context of the new stability and growth pact_

Daniele FRANCO, former Italian Minister of Economy and Finance  
Giovanni TRIA, former Italian Minister of Economy and Finance  
Gelsomina VIGLIOTTI, Vice President, European Investment Bank

Chairman: Andrea MONTANINO, Cassa Depositi e Prestiti

13:30-14:30  LUNCH

14:30-16:00  Riccardo Faini Session

Ralph OSSA, World Trade Organization  
*Industrial policy and the rules-based trading system*

Adam JAKUBIK, International Monetary Fund; Simon EVENETT, University of St. Gallen; Fernando MARTÍN, Global Trade Alert, and Michele RUTA, International Monetary Fund  
*The return of industrial policy in data*

Chairman: Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO, Villa Mondragone Economic Development Association

Discussant: Fabrizio MATTESINI, Tor Vergata University of Rome

______________________________________________________________________________________________

_Institutional partners_

[MEF logo]  [cdp logo]

_Scientific collaborations_

[Fondazione Tor Vergata Osservatorio Riccardo Faini]  [School of Economics]

Registration required: mondragone@economia.uniroma2.it